GE Healthcare

Find your resources.
Increase your assets.
AgileTrac™ Asset Manager
One of the greatest expenditures in a hospital is its mobile medical assets — from simple
patient beds to the most advanced diagnostic systems. Your staff, your patients and
your revenues depend on using these valuable resources efficiently and effectively.
AgileTrac Asset Manager from GE Healthcare is a software solution that tracks every
mobile medical asset in your inventory, and helps ensure proper cleaning, maintenance
and compliance. So when you need it, it’s there — ready and waiting. Your facility
will gain both cost and care benefits:
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and capital planning
AgileTrac Asset Manager helps you make the most of your investments in mobile
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Know what you have, where it is and when it’s available.

Better maintenance, cleaning and compliance.

0VX[TCaPR0bbTc<P]PVTadbTbATP[cX\T;^RPcX^]BhbcT\AC;B
technology to track the status and location of mobile medical
assets throughout your facility. Users can choose graphical
maps, tabular views or detail views. Searchable data fields
[Tch^dZ]^fT`dX_\T]c[^RPcX^]\^ST[baT_PXaP]SbTaeXRT
history, departments or room locations, asset numbers and
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area or a particular facility.
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maintained and ready to use. AgileTrac Asset Manager provides
alerts for preventive maintenance due dates, ensures cleaning
protocol compliance and tracks all repairs. The system’s
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service history.
Improve workflow.
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improved revenue opportunities. The AgileTrac system creates
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usage and response time, helping you guide process
improvement throughout your facility.

Get the resources to improve your operation.
0VX[TCaPR0bbTc<P]PVTaXb_Pac^UPbdbcPX]PQ[T TgXQ[T
platform that integrates with your hospital information systems
to help you track, maintain and allocate your mobile medical
assets. Find out how to improve processes, lower costs and
T]WP]RTcWT`dP[Xch^U_PcXT]cRPaT2^]cPRch^da647TP[cWRPaT
representative or visit www.gehealthcare.com/agiletrac.
Reduce rental costs.
If you can’t find it, you can’t return it. Delays like this cause
unnecessary expense. AgileTrac Asset Manager tracks rental
dcX[XiPcX^]QhST_Pac\T]cX]R[dSX]VSTcPX[bP]SSPcTbSdT
for return.
Inventory rightsizing avoids overpurchasing.
ATP[cX\TcaPRZX]V^U\^QX[T\TSXRP[PbbTcb[Tcbh^dR^]ca^[
inventory expense by better managing inventory levels and
locating items that are often hoarded, forgotten or misplaced.
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inventory sharing.
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About AgileTrac.
AgileTrac is a family of products that delivers all the
Ud]RcX^]P[XchaT`dXaTSc^R^]ca^[cWT ^f^U_PcXT]cRPaT
throughout the healthcare enterprise. AgileTrac includes
automation for mobile medical asset management, bed
management, transport management and discharge planning,
PbfT[[PbST_Pac\T]cb_TRX R\^Sd[TbU^abdaVXRP[bTaeXRTb
and the emergency department.
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